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o With the COVID-19 Pandemic and decrease in income, it became 
harder for  Mauritians to maintain their standard of living.

o Increase in Unemployment 

rate by 4% 2019→2021

o Inability of housewives to get an 8-5 job

o 3% of textile production are rejected as wastes which end up in 
landfills creating pollution and financial leakage.

Problem Definition
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MUDA

Muda How the process generates 

Muda

Quantification

W Waiting

I Inventory Factory space is required to

store the waste until disposed

of

D Defect

E Extra

processing

Huge amount of energy and

manpower required in handling

and discarding the waste

Manpower – 6

Fuel consumption

T Transportation The trimming are carried from

factory to dumping ground

Per week – 2 x

500kg

Per year -

O Overproduction

M Motion

Muda is a Japanese word meaning "wasteful" and is a key concept in the Toyota
Production System (TPS), the precursor to LEAN Manufacturing.

Muda is a process that does not add value. The customer is only willing to pay for work that adds value.
Therefore, reducing or eliminating Muda is an effective way to increase profitability and is a fundamental philosophy
to LEAN manufacturing practices.

The system identifies and classifies 7 major Muda:



BRAINSTORMING OF IDEAS

S Substitute

To bring forward a more environmental friendly

material, textile waste, as a substitute of natural

rubber in the making of handicraft products such as

rugmats, flower pots, bags, etc.

C Combine

To bring together the fundamentals of sustainability

under this project and help in achieving a better

society for all.

Environment - Upcycle waste into useful handicrafts

Society - Bring knowledge and training to the

society and untapped labour

market.

Economic - Help to bring a revenue in needy

families and contribute in

building a working community

A Adapt

To adapt climate change rising issues by bringing a

sustainable project within environmental boundaries.

To analyse and adapt to market demands for new

Fabric handicraft products.

M Modify

To change the living standard of unemployed people

by training them to become self-independent and

change contribution of Textile industries to

sustainability.

P Put to other uses

To upcycle textile waste that were originally discarded

into landfills, into handicraft products.

E Eliminate To eliminate warehouse costs and land pollution

R Rearrange

To rearrange the value of waste in the textile

manufacturing industries by upcycling them into value

added handicrafts.

SCAMPER TECHNIQUE



1. Identification of 
Stakeholders

2. Identification of 
Training Location

3. Conduct surveys to 
identify market demand 

and people willing to 
enroll for training

4. Recruitment of trainees 
and briefing of trainees

5. Collection of fabric 
from factory

6. Delivery of fabric and 
framing materials to 

training location/trainees

7. Training for the 
manufacture of 

handicrafts

8. Project 
Conceptualisation: 

Creation of Logo, Social 
Media Platforms, Business 

Model

9. Handicraft products 
pricing

10. Marketing of 
handicrafts products 
through social media, 
families neighbours, 

society etc.

11. Recording of 
production and sales 

figures
12. Product Disposal



CDL Knits –
Provider of textile 
wastes and frames



Due to the pandemic, we had to carry out the survey online. Questions asked about 
the concept of upcycling products and about participating in the training program.

91 respondents from the survey.

Below are important insights gained from the survey:

Data Analysis
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Training



The lines are the
weaving of the rugmat

The diamond 
represents the treasure 
from the upcycle 
process

The colours

represent our 
national flag color

The waste fabric are a 
mean for the people to 
navigate towards their 
financial independence 

Use of creole language 
to show 
“mauritianism”

LOGO









Rugmats Price List





Flower Pots Price List









Actions Hafeeza Salman Keshav Tejus vishalee Tepsy

Stakeholders 
identification

Leader support

Training location 
identification

support Leader support

Survey build up and 
analysis

Support Leader

Onboarding of 
candidates

Leader Support Support

Training preparation 
and delivery

Leader support support

Product pricing support Leader

Social media platform 
creation and 
management

support support Support Leader Support support

Testimonial 
recordings

Leader support support support support support

Project 
documentation

support Leader support support support support





Challenges Actions taken to overcome challenges

Difficulty to get contact with the person interested 
and eligible for the project (Covid situation)

Linked to the people through NGOs
Caritas and mediators 

Getting contact with people for survey (Covid
situation)

Development of online survey and get through 
people through social medias

Difficulty to meet team due to covid gathering 
restriction and tight work schedule

Online meeting through zooms

Conducting onsite training Special arrangement for covid protocol organized 
with mask and sanitizer sponsored by factory

Keeping the ladies momentum and encouragement 
for training, manufacture and sales of their 
handicraft 

Giving the materials and training without any 
liabilities to the people 
The concept of zero risk for them and all 
expenditures and support from us have been key 
to keep the eagerness

The project required some specific skills such as 
handling cement to create vase, sowing of the 
textile wastes, artistic  expertise.  (which is not in 
our field expertise)

Learning through online free videos , compilation 
of manuals for the training helped to gain 
confidence and ease the skill transfer process

video making and social media handling were 
required.  

Seeking peers help for guidance

Not getting male trainees Add flower vases in portfolio of products

Trial for composting not successful Produce bags as an alternative

CHALLENGES



PROJECT RESULTS

• Over 100 Rugmats produced

• Average income per trainee: Rs 2, 500

• 10 Trainees and 1 Trainer


